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Deep rock burst accidents occur frequently and become increasingly serious. Further improving the effectiveness and accuracy of the prevention and control of rock burst, ensuring the safe and efficient production of mines, clarifying the basic causes of disasters, and refining the type of deep rock burst are the most important key links. Aiming at the problems such as unclear incentives and types and the lack of effective and targeted prevention measures of deep rock burst, taking Xin’an Mine as the research background, based on the energy theory, the coal and rock mass multisource energy unified equation was established to analyze coal and rock mass instability mechanism. According to the different degrees of participation of various factors, the types of deep rock burst are determined as three categories and four types, and the corresponding judgment criteria are proposed. The precise prevention and control system for the source of rock burst with Xin’an characteristics is proposed, successfully applied to the 8101 working face, which not only guarantees the safe production of the working face, but also achieves good economic benefits. The research results lay the foundation for improving the accuracy and precision of the prevention and control of deep rock burst and provide theoretical guidance for the safe and efficient mining of the mine.

1. Introduction

In recent years, safe production situation of coal mine in China has improved significantly. However, compared with other countries with developed coal mine industries, coal mine safety work still needs to be strengthened in China, especially water hazards and rock bursts. Regarding the prevention and control of water hazards, China has achieved good results [1–3]. Due to the complexity and unpredictability of the rock burst, the occurrence cannot be effectively prevented. Therefore, rock burst is one of the main power disasters faced by coal mining in China. In response to this problem, so far many experts and scholars have done lots of studies on rock burst [4–17]. Jiang et al. [4] classified rock burst into three types based on coal and rock mass failure patterns. Jiang et al. [5] classified the impact risk and type of surrounding rock according to the surrounding rock structure under external stress and the impact tendency of coal rock mass. Zhai et al. [6] pointed out the “seven modules” management technology system of rock burst with “classified governance” as the core. Pan et al. [7] have put forward three types of rock burst in deep mining from the perspective of the load source of induced rock burst based on the characteristics of deep mining rock burst in China and further proposed the prevention and control method of dynamic and static loads load of rock burst. But in recent years, most coal seams have entered deep mining; the coal seam is in a state of high in situ stress, which is more sensitive to external inflow dynamics; that is, it is prone to impact rock burst even when it is disturbed by micro-movement. The complexity of the deep mining environment has led to a gradual upward trend in the frequency, intensity, scale, and damage degree of deep rock burst. Therefore, deep rock burst is still a frontier issue in domestic and foreign research. In-depth analysis of the past related accident cases was done, summarizing the causes of the accidents as the “source” mechanism of disaster occurrence is unclear and the type of disaster and the basis of judgment are insufficient,
which affect the lack of pertinence and accuracy of prevention and control measures, resulting in the inability to completely avoid the occurrence of rock burst accidents.

Based on the above analysis, taking the 8101 working face of Xin’an Mine as the research background, a unified equation for multisource energy of coal and rock masses is established, and the types of deep rock burst are divided according to the degree of participation of various factors and corresponding judgment criteria are proposed. The precise prevention and control system for the source of rock burst with Xin’an characteristics is proposed. The above results provide a scientific basis for determining the “source” mechanism of disaster occurrence, identifying the incentives, and treating symptomatically.

2. Mining Conditions of the Face

The eighth mining area is located in the southwest of Xin’an Coalfield. There is a total of 3 coal seams mined, namely, 6th, 8th, and 10th. The thickness of 8th coal seam, where the distance is 37.6 m away from 6th coal seam and 33 m away from 10th coal seam, is 3.6–5.9 m. It belongs to a single coal seam with simple structure. The roof was mainly siltstone and medium-grain sandstone, and the floor was mainly siltstone.

The LW 8101, the first deep mining face in the eighth mining area, was located in the upper part of the 6th coal seam and the lower part of the 10th coal seam where there is no mining activity. There is transportation to the mountain of the eight mining area on the left side and no mining activity on the right side. It was 421 m long and 160 m wide, the average thickness of coal seam was 5.85 m, and the dip was 15.5°. It belongs to a more stable coal seam. The depth of overburden strata varied from 580 m to 660 m. The gas content is 4.1 m$^3$/t, the absolute gas emission is 5.5 m$^3$/min, and the gas pressure is 0.34 MPa. The immediate roof was 2.65 m thick siltstone, the basic roof was 7.8 m medium-grain sandstone, and the bottom plate was 5.0 m thick siltstone. According to the geological conditions revealed by roadway excavation, there are mainly fold structures in the working face.

Based on the geological and engineering technical conditions of the 8101 working face, the multifactor superposition method was used to determine the dangerous area of the working face. The results are shown in Figure 1.


Through the investigation of the current situation of deep mine rock burst in China, combined with the analysis of the case about rock burst accidents, the particularity of deep rock burst is summarized.

(1) Due to the deep burial of the coal seam, it is in a state of high in situ stress, which can easily lead to energy concentration and induce rock burst. This phenomenon is obviously different from shallow mining; that is, self-weight stress has no decisive effect on rock burst.

(2) Roof breaking not only aggravates the concentration of stress in the coal body, but also causes the sudden release of breaking energy. The coal seam under high ground stress is disturbed by nonhard roof breakage and may induce rock burst. This phenomenon is obviously different from shallow mining; that is, hard roof induces rock burst.

Therefore, the energy of deep rock burst mainly comes from the elastic energy of the coal body and the energy of overburden breaking. The key factor to clarify the “source” mechanism lies in the quantitative analysis of the energy characteristics of the evolution process in deep mining. It can provide a scientific basis for the classification of deep rock burst types and the selection of targeted prevention and control measures.

3.1. Energy Source Analysis. Establish the energy characteristic model of coal rock mass, as shown in Figure 2. Assume that the bottom plate is a rigid structure that does not deform. The energy transmitted to the working face from the overburden breaking of is $E_{di} (i = 1, 2, \ldots, n)$, and the elastic energy of the coal body is $E_m$.

3.1.1. Transfer Characteristics of Roof Broken Energy. The overburden movement of the working face is controlled by the key layer. The initial and periodic breakage of the key layer could cause the instability of the overburden structure. The transmission of the generated energy to the working face can affect rock burst. Therefore, This is one of the key problems to be solved urgently. According to literature [17], the energy density calculation formula of the unit width key layer first and periodic broken transferred to the mining face is

$$E_{dinitial} = \frac{1}{120Eh_1^3} \left[ \frac{L_1q_0}{L_1} + \frac{1}{2} gL_1 (\rho_1h_1 + \rho_2) [h_1 + h_2 (1 - K)] \right] \cdot \eta f^{-3},$$

(1)

$$E_{dperiodic} = \frac{3L_2^2q_0}{10Eh_2^3} + \frac{gL_2}{2} (\rho_2h_3 + \rho_4h_4) [h_1 + h_2 (1 - K)] \cdot \eta f^{-3},$$

(2)

where $L_1$ is the first breakage step, m; $L_2$ is the periodic breakage step, m; $q_0$ is the load evenly distributed above the rock, MPa; $E$ is the elastic modulus, MPa; $\rho_1$ is the density of rock layer, kg/m$^3$; $\rho_2$ is the density of upper following rock layer, kg/m$^3$; $h_1$ is the thickness of rock layer, m; $h_2$ is the thickness of upper following rock layer, m; $h_3$ is the thickness of coal, m; $h_4$ is the thickness of rock layer between coal and
key layer, m; $K$ is the rock fragmentation expansion coefficient; $\eta$ is the ratio of vibration energy to total energy; $l$ is the distance from source to working surface, m; and $\lambda$ is the energy attenuation coefficient.

3.1.2. Coal Elasticity. The calculation formula of the elastic strain energy accumulated in coal and rock during the coal mining process is [18]

$$E_m = \frac{1}{2E} \left[ (\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2 + \sigma_3^2) - 2\mu (\sigma_1 \sigma_2 + \sigma_2 \sigma_3 + \sigma_3 \sigma_1) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\mu$ is Poisson’s ratio; $\sigma_1$ is the maximum principal stress, MPa; $\sigma_2$ is the intermediate principal stress, MPa; and $\sigma_3$ is the minimum principal stress, MPa.

3.2. Energy Consumption Analysis. The process of coal and rock instability is mainly the result of the combined action of energy dissipation and release. For the convenience of analysis, the work done by the floor on the coal body is ignored, and other energy losses such as acoustic emission and heat dissipation are not considered. Energy dissipation is mainly used to induce coal damage and destruction. And the energy release is mainly due to the sudden ejection of coal. Therefore, the occurrence of rock burst is essentially that the accumulated energy of coal and rock exceeds the sum of the two; that is, the calculation formula of the critical energy $E_{\text{min}}$ for disaster occurrence is [19]

$$E_{\text{min}} = W_{\text{min}} + U_{\text{min}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $W_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum energy for coal and rock mass destruction, J, and $U_{\text{min}}$ is the coal and rock throwing work, J:

$$W_{\text{min}} = \frac{\sigma_\epsilon^2}{2E},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$U_{\text{min}} = \frac{1}{2} \rho v_{\text{min}}^2,$$

where $\sigma_\epsilon$ is the uniaxial compressive strength, MPa; $\rho$ is the average density of broken coal and rock mass, kg/m$^3$; and $v_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum initial velocity of destruction of coal and rock mass, m/s.
Studies have shown that when the initial velocity is less than 1 m/s, it is impossible for rock burst to occur; when the initial velocity is not less than 10 m/s, the possibility of rock burst is greater.

Based on the above analysis, the energy condition for deep rock burst is

\[ E_{\text{min}} \geq E_{d} + E_{m}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

3.3. Research on Classification of Deep Rock Burst. Based on the theory of deep rock burst energy and according to the characteristics of the source and size of rock burst energy, the types of deep rock burst are accurately divided to understand the source mechanism of disaster occurrence, as shown in Figure 3, in order to provide a basis for improving the effectiveness and accuracy of the prevention and control of deep rock burst.


4.1. Research on Different Criteria of Deep Rock Burst. As can be seen from Figure 3, based on the theory of deep rock burst energy, according to the relationship between roof breaking energy, coal body energy, and critical energy of disaster occurrence, deep rock burst is divided into three categories and four types. On this basis, the criteria for determining different attributes of deep rock burst are as follows.

4.1.1. Roof Induced. Roof induction is mainly caused by roof fracture. According to the magnitude of roof fracture energy, it can be divided into the following two situations:

(1) Roof-Dominated. When \( E_{d} \) is greater than \( E_{\text{min}} \) and much greater than \( E_{m} \) (according to Professor Zheng’s research, the difference is at least 1 order of magnitude) [20], the “source” energy for the occurrence of deep rock burst comes from the roof fracture, which is called the roof-dominant type and can be expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
E_{d} + E_{m} & \geq W_{\text{min}} + U_{\text{min}}, \\
E_{d} & \geq W_{\text{min}} + U_{\text{min}}, \\
\text{or} \quad E_{d} + E_{m} & \geq W_{\text{min}} + U_{\text{min}}, \\
E_{d} & \gg E_{m} \geq W_{\text{min}} + U_{\text{min}}.
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

(2) Roof Disturbance. When \( E_{m} \) is much greater than \( E_{d} \) and both are greater than \( E_{\text{min}} \), the rock burst occurs under the influence of the shock wave disturbance caused by the roof fracture which is called the roof disturbance type and can be expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
E_{m} + E_{d} & \geq W_{\text{min}} + U_{\text{min}}, \\
E_{m} & \gg E_{d} \geq W_{\text{min}} + U_{\text{min}}.
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

4.1.2. Coal Compression Type. When \( E_{d} \) is less than \( E_{\text{min}} \) and far less than \( E_{m} \), the “source” energy for the occurrence of rock burst comes from the coal body itself which is called coal compression type and can be expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{or} \quad E_{d} + E_{m} & \geq W_{\text{min}} + U_{\text{min}}, \\
E_{d} & \gg E_{m} \approx W_{\text{min}} + U_{\text{min}}.
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

4.1.3. Coal and Rock Complex. When there is not much difference from \( E_{d} \) and \( E_{m} \) and both are greater than \( E_{\text{min}} \), the “source” energy for the occurrence of rock burst comes from the double factors of roof fracture and coal itself that is called the coal and rock complex, which can be expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{or} \quad E_{d} + E_{m} & \geq W_{\text{min}} + U_{\text{min}}, \\
E_{d} & \approx E_{m} \approx W_{\text{min}} + U_{\text{min}}.
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The above research provides a scientific basis for accurately determining the properties of deep rock burst and lays a theoretical foundation for the precise prevention and control of deep rock burst.

4.2. Construction of Accurate Prevention and Control System for Deep Rock Burst Disaster. By analyzing the mining current situation and existing prevention and control measures of the Chinese rock burst mines, the technologies were summarized related to rock burst monitoring, early warning, and prevention and control techniques. Early warning technology mainly includes microseismic monitoring, electromagnetic radiation monitoring, mining stress monitoring, and drill cutting method. Techniques for prevention and control mainly include coal seam water

Figure 3: Types of deep rock burst.
injection, pressure relief blasting, borehole pressure relief, and top breaking blasting.

According to the principle of “regional measures first, partial measures supplement” and the three categories and four types of properties of deep rock burst, combined with the actual production situation of Xin’nan mine, different types of rock burst early warning and control measures are determined. In order to improve the accuracy of early warning of deep rock burst disasters, comprehensive judgments are made using working face monitoring (microseismic monitoring, electromagnetic radiation monitoring), local monitoring (mining stress monitoring), and point monitoring (drilling chip method) for effective control. These laid a solid foundation for effective control measures, specifically the following.

4.2.1. Roof Induced. Roof-dominated mainly adopts broken roof blasting, and, according to the relationship between the energy of the coal body and the critical energy, measures such as large-diameter borehole for pressure relief are selected to treat the coal body. Roof disturbance adopts measures such as large-diameter borehole pressure relief to treat coal and rock masses.

4.2.2. Coal Compression Type. For this type, measures such as large-diameter borehole for pressure relief and coal seam injection are used to treat the coal body.

4.2.3. Coal and Rock Complex. For this type, measures such as broken roof blasting, large-diameter borehole for pressure relief, and reduction in propulsion speed are adopted.

Based on the above, an accurate prevention and control system for the classification of rock burst in Xin’nan Mine is established, as shown in Figure 4.

5. Engineering Application Effect Evaluation

5.1. Judgment of Disaster Attributes in the Rock Burst Dangerous Area of Working Face. According to the dangerous area divided by the working face and the guide of energy mechanism of deep rock burst, combined with geological conditions, the types of disasters occurring in different areas of the working face are determined to provide a basis for effective early warning and prevention of rock burst.

5.1.1. Calculation of Critical Energy for Rock Burst. According to formula (5), taking \(\sigma_1 = 11.06 \text{ MPa}, E = 20 \text{ GPa}, W_{\text{mi}} = 1337 \text{ kg/m}^3, \nu_{\text{min}} = 10 \text{ m/s}, \) getting \(W_{\text{min}} = 2.86 \times 10^3 \text{ J/m}^3, U_{\text{min}} = 6.74 \times 10^4 \text{ J/m}^3, \) therefore, \(E_{\text{min}} = 9.60 \times 10^4 \text{ J/m}^3.\)

5.1.2. Calculation of Critical Energy for Rock Burst

(1) Transfer Characteristics of Roof Broken Energy. According to formulas (1) and (2), taking \(K = 1.14, \eta = 0.1, \lambda = 1.5,\) the energy transmitted by the broken roof to the working surface is calculated; see Table 1.

The energy transmitted to the working face from the initial breakage of the key layer 1 is \(2.95 \times 10^5 \text{ J/m}^3,\) which is greater than the critical energy. Therefore, the initial breakage of the key layer 1 may induce rock burst. The periodic breakage energy of the key layer 1 is much smaller than the critical energy, and it could not cause rock burst. The energy transmitted to the working face at the initial breakage and periodic breakage of the key layer 2 is far less than the critical energy. It is determined that the breakage of the key layer 2 could not cause dynamic disasters.

(2) Coal Body Energy Calculation. According to formula (3) and the results of in situ stress test, taking \(\sigma_1 = 38.81 \text{ MPa}, \sigma_2 = 20.15 \text{ MPa}, \sigma_3 = 17.10 \text{ MPa}, \mu = 0.25, \) and \(E = 25 \text{ GPa}.\) The energy density is calculated to be \(5.23 \times 10^4 \text{ J/m}^3.\)

Comprehensive energy source calculation value, roof breaking energy > critical value > coal energy: it is determined that in the normal mining process, Areas 1, 2, and 4 are roof-dominated. Area 3 is affected by the fold structure and the mining conditions are complex, so it is treated as a composite type of coal and rock.

5.2. Effect Analysis of Accurate Prevention and Control System for Classification of Rock Burst in Xin’nan Mine

5.2.1. Analysis of Measures for Controlling Rock Burst in Working Face. According to the precise prevention and control system for the source of rock burst in Xin’nan Mine, the broken roof blasting measures are adopted for dangerous area 1, the large-diameter borehole for pressure relief is used in Areas 2 and 4, and the large-diameter borehole for pressure relief, reduction in propulsion speed, and so forth is used in coal and rock bodies, as shown in Figure 5.

5.2.2. Application Effect Evaluation

(1) Microseismic Monitoring. The working face adopts BMS microseismic monitoring and positioning analysis system to statistically analyze the microseismic conditions occurring during mining.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the energy and magnitude of microseisms are small during the propulsion of the working face, and the location of the occurrence is a certain distance away from the working face. Generally, it has no effect on the working surface, and there are three times that it slightly damages the roof support in front of the air inlet tunnel.

(2) Electromagnetic Radiation Monitoring. The KBD7 electromagnetic radiation monitor (online) is used for real-time monitoring of the working surface, and the layout interval is 50 m to ensure that the coal body stress change within 50 m of the working face is in real-time monitoring. The results are shown in Figure 6.
It can be seen from Figure 6 that from 22nd to 24th of October, mainly due to the influence of the period pressure and the position of square stage of the working face, the monitoring data is relatively large; from 2nd to 5th of December and 13th to 14th of December, the monitoring data shows an upward trend because the working face was mining in the secondary square area and in the structural area of the syncline axis. Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen the observation and the broken roof blasting to control the roof when necessary.
Drilling Cutting Method. The drill cuttings method is an effective auxiliary method, which is very important for further confirming the risk and checking the effect of eliminating the danger of rock burst. During the mining of the working face, the drill cuttings method is used to assist. The experimental data is shown in Table 3.

From Table 3, on the side of the air inlet roadway, there is no significant change in the load of the coal’s own stress field under the influence of mining disturbance and external factors, so the stress value of the measured coal body is not high. On the side of the return roadway, the amount of drill cutting and drilling powder rate of the coal body’s...
own stress field at the measured location has increased under the influence of mining disturbance and a series of external factors on 19th of December. This data was consistent with the increase in the maximum and average values of KBD-7 electromagnetic radiation monitoring data, but it still did not exceed the critical drilling powder amount of 3.38. Therefore, the occurrence of rock burst is unlikely, and engineering practice shows that it has good reliability.

In summary, Xin’ an Mine successfully applied the precise prevention and control system of rock burst source and achieved remarkable results. It not only guarantees safe production on the working face and reduces labor intensity, but also improves the effectiveness and accuracy of disaster prevention and control and achieves good social and economic benefits.

6. Conclusions

(1) According to the characteristics of deep mining, the coal and rock mass multisource energy unified equation is established to analyze the coal and rock mass instability mechanism. The types of deep rock burst are determined as three categories and four types based on the different degrees of participation of various factors, and the corresponding criteria are proposed.

(2) Combining with the mining characteristics of Xin’ an Mine, targeted prevention and control measures were proposed for different disaster attributes. And the precise prevention and control system for the source of rock burst with Xin’ an characteristics has been proposed to improve the reliability and accuracy of engineering applications.

(3) The research results are applied to the 8101 face of Xin’ an Coal Mine, which not only achieves the purpose of safe production, but also has direct economic benefits. It can provide a reference for the prevention and treatment of mines similar to deep rock burst.

Symbols

- $L_1$: The first breakage step (m)
- $L_2$: The periodic breakage step (m)
- $q_0$: The load evenly distributed above the rock (MPa)
- $E$: The elastic modulus (MPa)
- $h_1$: The thickness of coal (m)
- $h_2$: The thickness of rock layer between coal and key layer (m)
- $h_3$: The thickness of rock layer (m)
- $h_4$: The thickness of upper following rock layer (m)
- $\rho_3$: The density of rock mass (kg·m$^{-3}$)
- $\rho_4$: The density of upper following rock layer (kg·m$^{-3}$)
- $K$: The rock fragmentation expansion coefficient
- $\eta$: The ratio of vibration energy to total energy
- $l$: The distance from source to working surface (m)
- $\lambda$: The energy attenuation coefficient
- $\mu$: Poisson’s ratio
- $\sigma_1$: The maximum principal stress (MPa)
- $\sigma_2$: The intermediate principal stress (MPa)
- $\sigma_3$: The minimum principal stress (MPa)
- $W_{\text{min}}$: The minimum energy for coal and rock mass destruction (J)
- $U_{\text{min}}$: The coal and rock throwing work (J)
- $\sigma_0$: The uniaxial compressive strength (MPa)
- $\rho_1$: The density of upper following rock layer (kg·m$^{-3}$)
- $\rho_2$: The density of rock layer (kg·m$^{-3}$)
- $\rho_3$: The density of upper following rock layer (kg·m$^{-3}$)
- $K$: The rock fragmentation expansion coefficient
- $\eta$: The ratio of vibration energy to total energy
- $l$: The distance from source to working surface (m)
- $\lambda$: The energy attenuation coefficient
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